At Swiss Cottage School we offer a Creative Curriculum which endorses building connections, problem solving skills and coherence, is alive in every classroom and beyond and ensures on- going
opportunities for active cross-curricular and contextualised learning. We are committed to ensuring that our learners fully immerse themselves in learning, work within a flexible framework which is
responsive to their needs, enable all learners to communicate, think and problem solve in a range of contexts.
Successful learners who enjoy learning, make progress and
achieve

Assertive individuals who are able to live safe, healthy and
happy lives
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Learning beyond the classroom

A range of
approaches,
teaching styles and
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beyond the classroom and
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Active citizens who make a positive contribution to the community
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Personalised learning
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Foster independence,
social, emotional skills
and functional
communication

Opportunities for SMSC
(social, moral, spiritual
and cultural) emotional
and physical
development

SCMC and British
Values

Behaviour for learning

Reflects classroom
practice

Sensory Integration

Overarching themes that have significance for individuals and society and provide relevant learning contexts: three-year rolling plan of themes. PFA.

Thinking Skills
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Community

Life skills, ICT, SEAL
Looks at each
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individually
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Is integral part
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Attainment and improved
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Draws on
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engaging
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Maximises
progress
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the learner
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Healthy and positive lifestyle choices
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learners
achievements
and their next
steps
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peer and self
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Shared with
families for a
more holistic
approach

Further improvement in education,
employment and/or training

